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Anger and sadness 

This situation 

They don’t see the problem with how we are treated 

When we fight back or try to do something about it  

We are immediately branded as violent  

 

It’s hard to imagine a world without something that seems like it has been here 

forever 

A world without racism  

Without the anxiety of being killed by your sworn “protectors” 

Without the necessary worry and pain 

The protectiveness I have for my brother because his color can get him killed  

Vanished? 

Will it only be a fantasy  

Only become legend  

Sometimes things get so dark 

 

It’d be easier to believe someone who said the world will soon end 

They mock us with with blackface  

But they aren’t prepared to take on the responsibilities of having a black face  

Prepared to never know whether your kid will come home safe from walking from the 

store  

Prepared to not be able to go on a run without being avoided 

Prepared to always be treated like a criminal 

Not because you’re scary or mean  

Because you’re darker than them  

Because black folks must dree their blackness 

Something we can’t control something natural and beautiful  

Like the ocean and grass  

But we are branded as a criminal and our skin is our weapon  

More threat than human 

 

To picture a world full of love  

That has been consumed by hate  

by people who want us to think we are mistakes-- 

An infectious rash on the shell of the earth  

I can’t picture this because I refuse to lie to myself  

It’s hard to stay alive in a world that wants us dead  



Time seems to be rewinding  

Same people dying  

They say we are free but they are lying  

We are locked in chains by the actions made by those supposedly protecting us  

   

Hate               Chains                                                Death                   Pain  

 

Somehow the words I can’t breathe have become popular to mutter some twisted last 

rites 

They would pander that our pain from all this would blowover we’d “heal” in a few 

days  

But I have been alive for 15 years and the tears are perennially flowing  


